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1. Introduction 
 
This paper mainly describes two behavioural patterns: template method and strategy, 
and covers key features of these two patterns, relationship between the two patterns, 
other related patterns and some practical issues. 

1.1 Conceptual Overview 

The origin of design patterns lies in work done by an architect named Christopher 
Alexander during the late 1970s. In 1995, Erich Gamma, et al (GoF) published Design 
Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, which is a milestone of 
pattern design. Patterns are devices that allow programs to share knowledge about their 
design. And design pattern is to identify the interrelationships among a group of 
software components describing their responsibilities, collaborations and structural 
relationships. Nowadays, design patterns are widely used in Object-Oriented software 
design.  According to purposes, design patterns can be categorised to creational, 
structural and behavioural patterns. Both template method and strategy belong to 
behavioural patterns, which are concerned with algorithms and the assignment of 
responsibilities between objects. Design patterns have also two scopes: class patterns 
and object patterns. Class patterns deal with relationships between classes and their 
subclasses. These relationships are established through inheritance, so they are 
static—fixed at compile-time. Object patterns deal with object relationships, which can 
be changed at run-time and are more dynamic. Template method belongs to class 
patterns whereas strategy belongs to object patterns. The two behavioral patterns will be 
described in detail in the following chapters. 
 

2. The Template method pattern 
 
The Template Method pattern deals with the proper division of responsibility between 
parent and child classes in an inheritance hierarchy. The Template Method pattern 
solves to the variant behavior problem by allowing each child class to specify variant 
aspects of the object’s behavior while having the parent class define the invariant 
behavior that is common to all objects of this type. 

2.1 Intent and Motivation 

• According to the Gang of Four, the Template method is intended to: 
Define the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring some steps to subclasses. 
Template Method lets subclasses redefine certain steps of an algorithm without 
changing the algorithm's structure. 
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• And the motivation is to fix the ordering of steps in an algorithm but let subclasses 
vary these according to their needs. 
So we can use template method to factor out common behaviours among subclasses and 
localize them in a common class to avoid duplication and can also define a template 
method calls hook operations to extend our codes only at specific points.  

2.2 How Template Method Works 

Abstract classes and the Template Method pattern go very much hand-in-hand. An 
abstract class is a superclass that defines the behavior of the classes in its hierarchy 
while deferring the implementation details to its subclasses. The superclass is abstract 
because it does not implement all of the behavior it defines. The subclasses are concrete 
because each one implements all of the behavior, either by inheriting it from its 
superclasses or implementing the behavior itself. 
Here is what a Template Method generally looks like: 
AbstractClass>>algorithmA --- Template Method 
{algorithmAStep1; 
algorithmAStep2; 
algorithmAStep3;} 
The class defines a method, such as algorithmA, for each step of behavior that it can 
perform. But the method does not do much work; instead, it provides a template listing 
the steps to be performed and the ordering of the steps, but delegates some of the steps 
to its subclass and each concrete subclass has the opportunity to override some of the 
steps. If a concrete class generally likes the way algorithmA works, but doesn’t like the 
way algorithmAStep2 works, it can subimplement (override) algorithmAStep2 without 
changing algorithmA or the superclass’ implementation of steps 1 and 3. This allows the 
subclass to override just the parts that it needs to while inheriting the rest, which 
minimizes the amount of code each subclass must implement itself and emphasizes the 
subclass’ differences with its superclass. 

2.3 Structure and Type of Methods 

As shown in Figure 1, there are four types of methods, which the abstract class may 
implement: template, concrete, abstract, and hook. 

1. Template. A Template Method is one in the abstract class that combines concrete, 
abstract, and/or hook methods together into an algorithm. Subclasses usually 
inherit it unchanged, although they may override the methods invoked 
therein—this is the heart of the Template Method pattern. But template method 
itself cannot be overridden. 

2. Concrete. A Concrete Method is one that the abstract class defines and that 
subclasses usually do not override. 

3. Abstract (Primitive). An Abstract Method is one in the abstract class that 
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“declares” a operation but defers its implementation to the subclasses. Each 
subclass must override the abstract methods it inherits. 

4. Hook. A Hook Method is one in the abstract class that declares a operation’s 
behaviour and provides a default implementation for it. Sometimes the default is 
simply to do nothing. Subclasses may override the method to change this default 
implementation. 

t e m p la t e M e t h o d
{
 . . .
 p r im i t i v e O p e r a t io n ( )
 . . .
 c o n c r e t e O p e r a t io n ( )
 . . .
}

A b s t r a c t C la s s

 t e m p la t e M e t h o d ( )

 p r im i t i v e O p e r a t io n ( )

 c o n c r e t e O p e r a t io n ( )

C o n c r e t e C la s s

 p r im i t i v e O p e r a t io n ( )

a b s t r a c t  p r im i t i v e  o p e r a t io n s

-  v a r y in g  p a r t
-  o v e r r id e n  in  s u b c la s s

c o n c r e t e  o p e r a t io n s

-  d e f a u l t  b e h a v io r
-  i f  c a n  b e  o v e r r id e n  in  s u b c la s s
  t h e n  is  c a l le d  a  h o o k  m e t h o d

T e m p la t e  M e t h o d  ( G o F  p a t t e r n )

d e f in e s  s k e le t o n  o f  a n  a lg o r i t h m ,
w i t h  v a r in g  a n d  u n v a r y in g  p a r t s

 
             Figure 1. Structure of Template Method  
 
It is usually easy to identify which methods ought to be concrete. It is more difficult to 
determine which methods will be abstract and which will be hooks. The solution is: If 
there is a reasonable default implementation for this method, the abstract class’ 
implementation should be a hook method. If not, the method will be abstract. 
Another important issue is to identify: 
•  which methods must be overridden--abstract operation. 
•  which methods can be overridden--hook operation. 
•  which methods can not be overridden--template method. 

2.4 A Case Study 

Suppose we get an application to support both Oracle and SQL Server databases. Both 
of these systems are based on SQL (Structured Query Language), the common standard 
that makes it easier to use databases. Yet, even though this is a common standard at the 
general level, there are still differences in the details. When executing queries on these 
databases, the general steps are as following: 
1. Format the CONNECT command. 
2. Send the database the CONNECT command. 
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3. Format the SELECT command. 
4. Send the database the SELECT command. 
5. Return the selected dataset. 
The specific implementations of the databases differ, however, requiring slightly 
different formatting procedures. So we can use Template Method to perform the 
common steps. The UML diagram of the example is shown in Figure 2. 

 QueryControl
 QueryTemplate

+doQuery()
#formatConnect()
#formatSelect()

OracleQT

#formatConnect()
#formatSelect()

SQLSvrQT

#formatConnect()
#formatSelect()

doQuery(DBName, querySpec)
{
  String dbCommand;

  dbCommand = formatConnect(DBName);
  // put open database with dbCommand here
  // ...

  dbCommand = formatSelect(querySpec);
  // perform query using dbCommand here
  // ...

  // return dataset
}

 
                  

Figure 2.Query using Template Method 
 
The Template Method called doQuery is to handle the query and follows the five 
general steps above, providing virtual methods for the steps (such as formatConnect and 
formatSelect) that must be implemented differently. The doQuery method is 
implemented as follows. As shown in Figure 2, it first needs to format the CONNECT 
command required to connect to the database. Although the abstract class 
(QueryTemplate) knows this format needs to take place, it doesn't know how to do this. 
The exact formatting code is supplied by the derived classes. This is also true for 
formatting the SELECT command as well. 
 
The Template Method manages to do this because the method call is made via a 
reference pointing to one of the derived classes. That is, although QueryControl has a 
reference of type QueryTemplate, it is actually referring to an OracleQT or an 
SQLSvrQT object. Thus, when the doQuery method is called on either of these objects, 
the methods resolved will first look for methods of the appropriate derived class. Let's 
say our QueryControl is referring to an OracleQT object. Since OracleQT does not 
override QueryTemplate, the QueryTemplate's doQuery method is invoked. This starts 
executing until it calls the formatConnect method. Since the OracleQT object was 
requested to perform doQuery, the OracleOT's formatConnect method is called. After 
this, control is returned to the QueryTemplate's doQuery method. The code common to 
all queries is now executed until the next variation is needed— the formatSelect method. 
Again, this method is located in the object that QueryControl is referring to (OracleQT 
in this example). When a new database is encountered, the Template Method provides 
us with a template to fill out. We create a new derived class and implement the specific 
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steps required for the new database in it. 
 

2.5 Consequences of the Template Method 

• Template Methods are a fundamental technique for code reuse. They are particularly 
important in class libraries, because they are the means for factoring out common 
behavior in library classes. Clients or library extenders can write subclasses that extend 
behavior of library classes and cause methods in library to “magically” call newly added 
functionality.  
For example, in Java Thread class implements the template method start() and hook 
operation run().The custom can extend the Thread class and override the run() method 
to define specified thread. And the start() method is invoked to start a thread, which 
causes the run() method to execute. 
 
• Template Method is used prominently in frameworks. Each framework implements the 
invariant pieces of a domain's architecture, and defines "placeholders"(hook operations) 
for all necessary or interesting client customization options. Template methods lead to 
an inverted control structure that's sometimes referred to as "the Hollywood Principle”, 
that is, "Don't call us, we'll call you". This refers to how a parent class calls the 
operations of a subclass and not the other way around.  
 
•Some implementation issues 

    Primitive operations the template method calls can be protected, ensuring that they are 
only called by template method. Primitive operations that must be overridden are 
declared pure virtual in c++. Template method itself cannot be overridden, thus make it 
nonvirtual in c++. 

2.6 Related patterns 

Factory Methods are often called by template methods. Factory Method lets a class 
defer instantiation to subclasses, it is also known as virtual constructor. 

Strategy will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. 

3. The Strategy pattern 
 
The Strategy pattern is very useful for situations where you would like to dynamically 
swap the algorithms used in an application.  
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3.1 Intent and Motivation 

• According to the Gang of Four, the Template method is intended to: 
 
Provide you with a means to define a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one as an 
object, and make them interchangeable. Strategy lets the algorithms vary independently 
from clients that use them. 
 
• The strategy pattern is based on a few principles: 
(1) We want to decouple an algorithm from its host, and encapsulating the algorithm 
into a separate class, because hard-wiring algorithms make clients bigger and harder to 
maintain.  
(2) It provides a nice alternative to subclassing to achieve different behaviours. When 
you subclass an object to change its behaviour, that behaviour that it executes is static. If 
you want to change what it does, you'd have to create a new instance of a different 
subclass and replace that object with it. With Strategies, however, all you need to do is 
switch the object's strategy, and it will immediately change how it behaves.  
(3) Using Strategies also eliminates the need for multiple conditional statements, like 
“Switch” constructs required in purely structured languages. 

3.2 Structure and Collaborations 

The structure of strategy pattern is shown in Figure 3. 

 Context

 ContextInterface()

 Strategy

 AlgorithmInterface()

ConcreteStrategyA

 AlgorithmInterface()

ConcreteStrategyB

 AlgorithmInterface()

ConcreteStrategyC

 AlgorithmInterface()

strategy

 
Figure 3.standard, simplified view of strategy pattern. 

 
The structure above contains the following participants: 

• Strategy which declares an interface common to all supported algorithms. Context 
uses this interface to call the algorithm defined by a ConcreteStrategy.  

• ConcreteStrategy that implements the algorithm using the Strategy interface. 
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• Context which is configured with a ConcreteStrategy object and maintains reference 
to a Strategy object.  

These participants collaborate in the following way: 
• Strategy and Context interact to implement the chosen algorithm. A context may 

pass all data required by the algorithm to the strategy when the algorithm is called. 
Alternatively, the context can pass itself as an argument to Strategy operations. That 
lets the strategy call back on the context as required.  

• A context forwards (delegates) requests from its clients to its strategy. Clients 
usually create and pass a ConcreteStrategy object to the context; thereafter, clients 
interact with the context exclusively. There is often a family of ConcreteStrategy 
classes for a client to choose from. 

3.3 Examples using Strategy pattern 

We want to define a generic class to maintain a list of information. This class allows 
clients to add and delete information and also order the list. This ordered list can be 
produced by a variety of different sorting algorithms such as QuickSort, BubbleSort and 
MergeSort. 
The UML diagram for the example: 
  

                   Figure 4. Sorting using different Strategies 

ublic class MyList    // context class MyList 

st l; 

listsorter; 

ter s) { 

c void add(Item I) {…} 

} 

  M y l is t

 O r d e r ( )
 S o r t e r

 s o r t ( )

s o r t e r .s o r t ( )

Q u ic k S o r t

 s o r t ( )

B u b b le S o r t

 s o r t ( )

M e r g e S o r t

 s o r t ( )

    

 

p

{ 

Li

Sorter 

public MyList(Sor

listsorter = s; 

  } 

publi

public void delete(Item I) {…

public void order() { 

listsorter.sort(l); 

  } 
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} 

public interface Sorter  // Strategy Sorter 

rt(List l); 

blic QuickSort implements Sorter {  //ConcreteStrategy QuickSort 

lient code  
ficientList = new Mylist(new QuickSort); 

ort) 

sing the client code, client then configures the list to operate with a particular 

3.4. Consequences of Strategy Pattern 

• Strategy pattern has the following advantages: 
 the algorithms in separate Strategy 

bclassing and eliminates multiple conditional 

 behavior. The client can 

• 
at a client must understand how Strategies 

{ 

so

} 
pu

public void sort(List l) { 

…..} 

} 

//c
 MyList timeEf

 timeEfficientList.order(); // implement  Quick sort 

MyList spaceEfficientList = new MyList(new BubbleS

timeEfficientList.order(); // implement  bubble sort 

 

U
algorithm. And this example just gives a simple implementation of the strategy pattern. 
Comparing with Template Method, we place generic application algorithm into a 
concrete class named MyList, rather than placing the generic application algorithm into 
an abstract base class. We define the abstract methods that the generic algorithm must 
call within an interface named Sorter. We derive QiuckSort, BubbleSort and MergeSort 
from this interface, and pass it into the MyList. MyList then delegates to this interface. 

It defines a family of algorithms, encapsulates
classes and lets you vary the algorithm independently of its context, making it easier 
to switch, understand, and extend. 
It provides an alternative to su
statements, like Switch sentence. (See Motivation in 3.1.)   
Strategies can provide different implementations of the same
choose among strategies with different variable trade-offs.  

Strategy pattern has also some drawbacks: 
The pattern has a potential drawback in th
differ before it can select the appropriate one. Clients might be exposed to 
implementation issues. Therefore you should use the Strategy pattern only when the 
variation in behavior is relevant to clients. And the Strategy interface is shared by all 
ConcreteStrategy classes whether the algorithms they implement are trivial or 
complex. Hence it's likely that some ConcreteStrategies won't use all the information 
passed to them through this interface; simple ConcreteStrategies may use none of it! 
That means there will be times when the context creates and initializes parameters 
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that never get used. If this is an issue, then Superfluous information may be passed 
between context and strategy. 
 

4. Template Method versus Strategy 
 
Template Method and Strategy both solve the problem of separating a generic 
algorithm from a detailed context. We see the need for this very frequently in 
software design. We have an algorithm that is generically applicable. In order to 
conform to the Dependency Inversion Principle (DIP) we want to make sure that the 
generic algorithm does not depend upon the detailed implementation. Rather we want 
the generic algorithm and the detailed implementation to depend upon abstractions. 
Although Template Method and Strategy solve similar problems, and can often be used 
interchangeably. However, Template Method uses inheritance to solve the problem, 
whereas Strategy uses delegation. Although inheritance is comfortable and easier to 
use, the over-use of it is also costly. As GoF stress, “favour composition over class 
inheritance”. So Strategy provides a nice alternative. Another difference is that 
Template Method is a class pattern whereas Strategy is an object pattern., which is 
discussed in 1.1.    
 
But how can we choose between these two similar patterns to achieve the desired 
variant behaviour. In particular, we should select the Strategy pattern when either of 
the following is true: 
• The variant behaviours are applicable to a large class of differing client applications, 

and client data is typically accessed only through a general interface. In this 
situation, the variant behaviours can be reused in other unrelated applications that 
require the same variant behavior. 

• The client application requires multiple variant methods (i.e. strategies), whose 
implementations do not require a maintained data representation that is shared 
between them. 

On the other hand, we should select the Template Method pattern when either of the 
following is true instead: 
• The set of possible variant behaviors is specific to the client application, typically 

signalled by requiring unrestricted access to the client data. 
• The client application requires multiple interrelated variant methods, frequently 

with a maintained shared data representation. 
We can use these simple rules to identify the appropriate application of Template 
Method and Strategy. 
 

5. Some Practical Issues 
In this chapter, I will discuss some practical issues, such as “scalability” and 
“distributed computing”. 
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5.1 Template Method and Scalability 

Let’s introduce this in an example. We want to build a Persistence Framework Database 
and propose a Database Broker abstract class, which is responsible for materialization, 
dematerialization and object cashing. The Database Brokers are based on the Template 
Method. This pattern is at the heart of Framework design. The structure of the Database 
Broker is illustrated Figure 5. In this structure, two Template Methods objectWith() and 
materializeWith() are used. 

 
It is desirable to maintain materialized objects in a local cache in order to improve 
performance and scalability because materialization is relatively slow. So the Database 
Broker responsible for maintaining its own cache is proposed.  

 
When objects are materialized, they are placed in the cache, with their OID as the key. 
Subsequent requests to the broker for an object will cause the broker to first search the 
cache, thus avoiding unnecessary materialization. And this will enhance the system 
scalability. 

 
             

Figure 5. Database Broker using Template Method 
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5.2 Applicability in Web Server JAWS.  

Now we will discuss the application of Template method and Strategy in the flexible 
and efficient web server JAWS designed for concurrent and distributed objects. There 
are three main framework components in JAWS: Event Dispatcher, Protocol Handler 
and Cached Virtual Filesystem.  

 
              

Figure 6. Web Server JAWS Framwork 
 
 

JAWS uses Strategy Pattern intensively. For example it select different HTTP protocols 
without affecting its Protocol Handler software architecture. The Event Dispatcher’s 
internal callback mechanism can apply Strategy pattern to allow applications to select 
among several interception callback orderings (FIFO, LIFO). And the synchronization 
mechanism “Strategized Locking” is a specialization of the Strategy Pattern that 
protects its critical sections from concurrent access.  
Event Dispatch can employ Template Method to provide well-defined hooks that can be 
specialized by applications and called back by lower-level dispatching code. This allows 
application programmers to define concrete Event Handlers using inheritance and 
polymorphism.   

 

6. Summary 
 
Template Method and Strategy Pattern both solve the problem of separating a generic 
algorithm from a detailed context and both conform to Dependency Inversion Principle 
(DIP). They are of particular importance as they directly support the fundamental design 
concept of encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. 
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